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Van Full of Trouble  

On Thursday 15 March, a Neasden man was sentenced at Harrow Crown 

Court for the possession of fake designer goods worth around £80,000.  

Ordered to undertake 100 hours of unpaid community work, Mohammed 

Akbar Askarzadah of Mayo Road, Neasden, pleaded guilty to three offences 

under The Trade Marks Act 1994 for having in his possession fake t-shirts, 

polo tops, shirts, hooded tops, jackets and trainers bearing registered 

trademarks such as Ed hardy, Nike and Armani. 

Mr Askarzadah (29) was caught driving a van full of the illegal goods in the 

early morning of Sunday 25 April 2010, as part of a multi-agency operation 

code named ‘Capital’, involving Brent and Harrow Trading Standards officers, 

Tokyngton Police Safer Neighbourhood Team, Her Majesty’s Customs and 

Revenue (HMRC) and the Vehicle and Operator Services Agency (VOSA), 

who were stopping vehicles at a road block near the entrance of Wembley 

Market.  

HMRC officers checked traders for tax evasion or for fraudulently claiming 

benefits and VOSA, inspected vehicles for their roadworthiness.    

Trading Standards officers searched the van Mr Askarzadah was driving 

which was crammed full of over 1,000 counterfeit items. Had the contents 

been genuine, the total haul of goods would have been worth in the region of 

£80,000.  
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Mr Askarzadah initially provided trading standards officers with a false 

address but at a later date, using their powers to access information, officers 

were able to trace him to request he attended an interview.  

 

During this interview, Mr Askarzadah explained that he was delivering the 

goods to the market to be sold by somebody else who was paying him £20 to 

drive the van. However, during questioning, Mr Askarzadah was unable to 

provide contact details for this other person. He also stated that the van was 

not his claiming to have picked it up from behind a shopping centre already 

loaded with the counterfeit goods. 

 

Officers made checks in relation to the van which was registered to somebody 

else at a hotel address in London. Enquiries made with the hotel confirmed 

that the registered keeper had previously stayed there for a few days but had 

not left any of their address details when they checked in. 

 

The court forfeited the van and all the seized goods from Mr Askarzadah 

which will now be de branded and sold by a charity or destroyed and recycled. 

 

Bill Bilon, Head of Consumer & Business Protection said, “This case follows 

many other successful prosecutions against traders who have been caught 

selling counterfeit goods from Wembley Market. Those who are found guilty of 

such offences obtain a criminal record which can cause all sorts of problems 

such as gaining legitimate employment, obtaining visas or entering certain 

countries if you want to travel, finance or insurance applications might be 

refused plus you have the shame and embarrassment amongst family 

members and friends having been convicted of offending. I hope that this 

case will send a clear message to those involved in the sale of counterfeit 

goods that that Service will use all available resources to prevent this illegal 

trade. " 

 

**End** 

 

 



Notes for Editors – 

 

1) Under the Trade Marks Act 1994, it is an offence to possess for sale or 

sell any goods bearing marks which have not been authorised by the 

trade mark owner. The maximum penalty which can be imposed by the 

Magistrates Court is a fine of £5,000 per offence and / or up to 6 

months imprisonment. In the Crown Court the maximum penalty for an 

offence under the Trade Marks Act 1994 is an unlimited fine and / or up 

to ten years imprisonment. 

 

 For further information on this press release, please contact Simon 

Legg on 020 8937 5522 

 

 


